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ILLUSTRATIONS

1. , (MS 17:) Have yOu received any of the following unnvited
sexual attention during the' last 24 months (May, 1978 to May,
1980) from someone where you work in the Federal government? 22

2. (MS 20:) During the'experience you describe here, which of
- the folloOlrig happened to you? 23

rr

3. (MS 31BA:) How did the unwanted sexual attention affect others
in your .immediate work group? 25

Page

4. (MS 3188:) How did the unwanted seXual attention affect others
in your immediate work group, that is; the people you worked

' 'with on a daytoday basrs? 26

5. (MS 31A:) How did the unwanted sexual attention affect you? 27

6. (MS 3320 Who was the persdn(s)' who sexually bothered you? 28

7. (MS 24:) Did you think that any .of'the following would 'happen
. to you if did not go along with the unwanted sexual attention? 31

8. (MS 25:) Did you think that any of the following would happen
if you went along with the unwanted sexual attention? 32

9. (MS 26:) Did any of the following changes happen id your work
situation as a result of this unwanted sexual attention? 33

10. (MS 23A8:) For each action that you took, what effect did it
have? 38

11. (MS 10:) In most cases, which of the following do you think
are the most effective actions for employees to take to make
others stop bothering them sexually? 4 . 39

12. (MS 29:) How did your organization's management respond to
the (formal) action yowtook? 40.

13. (MS, 27C:) Fox each individual group thal ;rou talked with, did
it make a difference? 41

14. (MS 28C:) For each action that you took, did it make a
difference? 42

15. (MS 11:) Which of the following do you think are the most
effective actions for an organization's management to take
regarding sexual harassment? 43



. FOREWORD

The problem of harassment of women in the workplace has received

increasing attention from government agencies, Congress, and the courts

in recent years. Concern about the problem is expected ter grow even

larger in the 1980's as more women participate in the paid labor foree

and as more, women enter "nontraditional" occupations, those formerly

accessible only to men. rncreases ine the number of reported incidents

of.harassment as well as legal actions against employers have accompanied

the,influx of women into the paid labor market and into fields which

formerly excluded them.

PercepLions about what conduct constitutes job harassment have also

been thanging. As a result the-scope of legal definitions and criteria

for actionable complaints have enlarged. .These changes also account for

the.proportionately larger growth in the number of complaints than simple

increases in femaje employment would produce.

While' current discussions as well as court' and agency actions re-

garding harassment have focused on overt sexual harassment, sex-related

harassment or sex discrimination in the form prohibited by the Civil

Rights Act of 1964 may be even more comnon. No one knows the full extent

of the problem at the present,time because of definitional problems and

because of the lack of comprehensive studies. Similarly, the long-term

effects and implications of harassment, for the female employee and her

employer have not been adequately studied. The exact relationship be-

tween harassment and changing patterns of female employment has also

been hardly touched. Perhaps the area of most crucial need, no thorough

overview of current legal developments is available at this time.

R cbgnizing these research needs in view of the great importance of

the pro em to improving the social and economic status of women, the

Ceter fOF Women Policy Studies in 1979 begato examine potential areas

toWireceits efforts and to develop a comprehensive project on the prob-

lenof sexual harassment. This project developed out of the work orthe

Center in several related areas. The Center has conducted research and

technical assistance projects on the subjects of rape and victimization

since 1972. The Center has a continuing involvement in issues regarding

family violence having established a Kesource ceriter and newsletter and

technical assistance to organizations in the field. A large part of the

Center's work has focused on economic and legal issues relating.to job-

related discrimination and non-traditional employment since its

inception.

The Center's project on harassment is aimed at identifying and de-

fining issues, bxploring legal and non-legal remedies for alleviating

the problem, developing materials for public educatian and providing

technical assistance materials for employers, victims, and organizations

concened abaut these problems.'

17;



A national conference of researchers and other professionals who
have been working on the problem of harassment it being organized by the
Center to be held in July, 1981. The conference ill explore developing
issues in employment discriMination based on sex and examine the current
state of knowledge about sexual harassment. Conference participants
will examine the developmerOof sexual harassment law and will develop
strategies for using the law to remedy more subtle forms of discrimina
tion. Use of, nonlegal remedies such as employer training, public
education and counseling will also be addressed.

-

Several pieces of actionoriented research comprise the research and
analysis portion of the pm harassment'project so far. They include an
tntensive series of case studies of harassment victims, legal research
on statutory remedies for subtle emploxment discrimination, and analysis
of the largest existing data base on sexual hafassment. The results of
this research in its current stage are reflected in the paper which
follows.

The purpose of this paper is to summarize current understanding and
knowledge about the prqblem of harassment of women in employment, the
current state of legal remedies, and needs for employment policies and
employer actions to eradicate discrimination and provide for a basic
level of job security. It, is also intended to clarify the scope and the
definition of sexual harassment in relation to sex discrimination.

The work of the conference will also be directed to developing and
strengthening activities for fostering public awareness and concern about
the problem of harassment. Following the conference, information and
dction technical assistance kits will be developed.for women employees",
employers, and litigators. Release of these materials will be accompa
nied by a public awareness campaign aimed at general media as well as
the Tmen's media.

Harassment and Discrimination of Women tn'Employment was prepared by
the Centef for Women Policy Studies under the sppervision of Jane R.
Chapman, Director. The paper was initiated by Lella Candea, based on
her analysis of victim case studies in Federal employment. Growing out
of her own experience as a victim of harassment and her close involvement
with other harassed women, she has prepared a paper, "Abuse and Harass
ment of Women in the Workplace," which contains a classification ofitypes
of harassment. The CWPS wishes to acknowledge Ms. Candea's role in
drawing attention to the problem of harassment of women as well as the
encouragement she has provided to the Center in undertaking a major
effort in this field. The legal analysis for the current paper was pre
pared by Lisa Lerman, Esq. The report was produced and edited by Gordon
R. Chapman.

The Center wishes to acknowledge the assistance of Cindy Shaugh
nessey of the Merit Systems Protectiqn Board, Office of Merit Systems
Review and Studies. It would also like to thank The Playboy Foundation
for its financial assistadce.
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All women who work must do so with the expectation that they are

likely to experience harassment, at some time' in their working lives.

Many women experience it on a daily basis as part of the .standard work

'environment. As many as 18,721,000 (42 percent) of all employed women

. in the U.S. experienced overt sexual harassment in 1980, based on rep

resentative estimatea derived from a random sample of women fn all

occupations in the Federal government 1/ and labor force data froti. the

U.S. Department of Labor. 2/

Sex discrimination, like racial and ethnic discrimination, has been

found illegal by the courts based on constitutional and stantoiTguaran
, tees of equality. Sex discrimnation includes two categories of behavior:

(1),official employer policies differentiating between the sexes, and (2)

disdrimination expressed in individual behavior towarip employees. This

latter type of discrimination takee two forms: (a) overt sexual harass

ment, and (b) subtle or sexist harassment.

In the case of racial and ethnic discrimination, both official and

unofficial actions have beet recognized...But with sexual discrimination,

until recently, only official employer policy was recognized. Recently,

unofficial sex discrimination has been recognized in court action. The

first form of unofficial discriMination in employment that hae been

recognized is overt sexual harassment. Not all unofficial discriminatory

behavior is sexual; That which is not sexual is sexist.

The purpose of this paper is to explore the nature and extent of sex

discrimination and harassment in emtdoyment and to derive an effective

conceptual or definitional framework as the basis for dealing with the

problem in legal and. nonlegal terms. (This exploration draws on three

sources: (1) legal'and regulatory actions, (2) surveys ofLemployees, and

(3) victit studies. What has been learned frOm the last two sources'

strongly suggests the- need for an expansion of the legal definition of

sex discrimination as werl as administrative regulationennd management

procedures to' include subtle or sexist harassment in addition to overt

Sexual harassment. Because of the lack of comprehensive Studies, no one
knows the full extent of the problem of harassment at the present time.

The few highly focused studies oi different aspects of the problem which

are available indicate a very complicated situation in which definitions

tend to overlap. This paper, in its exploration of the problem, attempts

to draw out available sdurces and tu produce a synthesis in which harass

ment of women in employment is viewed broadly as-a form of discritina
,

don:

Harassment of womel:INike racial and ethnic harassment, has social,

psychological, and economic Consequences. This study is concerned with

the effect of harassment in terms of direCt denial of equal employment

opportunities, a basis for complaint found acceptable by the courts. In

4s4



addition, overt sexual harassment and a workplace environment which in-
clites subtle discrimination produces psychological damage which reduces
the individual's ability to work effectively and impairs career opportu-
nities. The study evaluates the potential, scope of sexual harassment
and sex discrimination through analysis of employee surveys and victim
interviews.

All women experience the effect of discrimination in employment by
virtue of the 'limitations in career options, employment opportunities,
and income. The employment of women, like racial and etbnic minorities,
is,for the most part, confined to .a'bout 20 of the approximately 450
occupations identified by the Department of Labor. That these jolps are
at the low end of the employment spectrum is indicated by the increasing
'gap in income between men and women since the 1960's when women began
entering the labor market at a greaber rate than et any time in history.

During the *past 80 years, -employment'. o.f women grew from about S

million tq.over 44 millicn. participation by women in employment during
thee time grew from 20 percent po over 51 percent, while as a percenE of
the total labor force, their Varticipation greW from 18 percent to 42
percent. Although women were employed tn greater numbers during the two
world wqr-periods it was withittuaiexpectation that they would make way
for male veterans after the war. rn fact female participation rates fell.
only,slightly after wartime and soon recovered their steady Tncrease.
Although influenced by economic growth, female participation rates have
continued to grow even during economic depressions. And the rate of
growth has been exponential. 'Between 1900 and 1940, female participation
grew about 10 percent, while it increased 100 percent between 1940 and
1980. 3/

Although more women are working than _eyer before, the majority
occupy low level, /ow-paying jobs concentrated within a range of fewer
th" twenty occupations. While more women work, they'are making less
money at it and the income gap between men and women has steadily widened
since 1960. Harassment also appears to 'have increased, .although direct
measdres that are fully comprehensive are unavailable. The results of
harassment and discrimination-are obvious in the restriction of women to
low paying jobs and tn the obstacles whiCh they encounter to upward
mobility.

Although fouild at every level of employment, anecdotal and interview

studies suggest that the greateSt incidence.of overt sexual harassment is
found in entry situations.

9'
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DEFINITION OF HAWSMENT,

The approach to defining harassment to be followed here draws upon

two majOr sources, the courts and the victims. Sexual harassment has

been declared illegal by the courts in recent years in response to grow-

ing pressures from the women's _movement. Interaction between analysis

of conditions of employment for women and litigation of complaints based

on sex discrimination has produced, since the 1970's a more comprehensive

and systematic concept of harassment than was previously applied.

In the development of legislation and litigation, sexual harrassment

is viewed as one form of sex discrimination. In practice, 'sex discrimi-

nation and harassment often come from the same source. Victims of sexual

harassment_are also subjected to other types of sex discrimination and ,

complainants alleging sexual harassment become subjected -to intense sex

discrimination. As defined here, based on victim intervirs, sex dis-

criminatton is found in subtle harassment as well as retaliation. Rape

and sexual abuse are subject to criminal prosecution; other sexual har-

assment is aceionable as a form of sex discrimination. L.

In this chapter developments contributing towards expanding the

legal definition of harrassment are examined first. The views of women

employees including victims and non-victims, complainants and non-com-

plainants, are then discussed in the second part of the chapter based.on

iurvey and interview data. The definition of harassment from the view-

point of victims is more comprehensive, detailed and speculative, con-

cerned more with effects than with legal basis for complaint. As such,

it provides direction for expanding the scope of the law on social and

economic grounds..

Legal Sources.for the Definition of Harassment

Sex discrimination in employment touching on harassment is specifi-

cally prohibited under Title VII of the ,Civil Rights Act of 1964, as

amended. (See Appendix A for full text of the "Final Interpretive Guide-

,lines.") Sexual harasSment is defined in the guidelines as one form of

sex discrimination.

It is important to understand at the outset that the Federal

prohibition of sexual harassment is based on its definition"as one form

of employment discrimination. This indicates the importance f legal

prohibitions against sexual harassment deriving from actions taken by tile

courts. Other Federal laws on sex discrimination in employment relaiing

to sexual harassment include the following:

I u
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1. Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, as Amended by the
Equal Employment Opportunity Act of 1972, prohiblts discrimina
tion based on sex, as well as on race, color, religion, and
national origin, in hiring or firing; wages; fringe benefits;
referring, assigning, or promoting; extending or assigninf use
of facilities; training,,Tetraining, ot apprenticeships; or any
other terms, cpnditions, or privileges of employment.

2. (PL 95-555, amendment to Title VII) states that discrimination
on the basis of pregnancy, childbirth, or related medical condi
tions constitutes unlawful sex discrimination.

3. lhe Equal fay Act of 1963 (amendment to the Fair Labor Stendards
Act) prohibits pay discrimination because of sex.

4.,'Executive Order 11246, as Amended by Executive Order 11375, re
quires federal contracts to include language by which contrac
tor:I-pledge not to discriminate against any employee or appli
cant for employment because of sex, race, color, religion, or
national origin. The contractor must further pledge to take
affirmative ccion to insure nondiscriminatory treatment.

5. The Vocational-Education Act, as amended requires provision of
activities to eliminate sex hies, stereotyping, and discrimina-
-tion in federally' funded vocational education programs end re
quires each State to employ,a fulltime sex equity coordinator
to ensure the elimination of bias and occupational segregation
in these programs.

6. The Comprehensive Employment and Training Act (CETAI as reauth '
orized in 1978, 'prohibits sex diserimination with respect to

, participation in or employment in connection with any activity
funded under the lAw. Prime sponsors (States, cities, counties,
or combinations of general government units to whom mostfunds
available under the law are allocated) must show in their annual
plans the specific services planned for those who are experielc
ing severe handicaps in obtaining employment, including those
who are displaced homemakers, or are 55 years of eke or older,
are single parents, or are women.

7. Title IX of the 1972 Civil Rights Act, states that no person in
the United States shall, on the basis of sex, be excluded from
participatida in, be denie'd the benefits of, or be subjected to
discrimination under any education program or activity receiv-1
ing Federal financial assistance.

8. The Women's Educational Equity Act of 1974, authorizes activi
ties at all levels of education to overcome sexstereotyping
and achieve equity for women.
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Harassment in the workplace, as experienced by .the victim, includes

conduct ranging from explicit demands for sexual favors to subtle deroga

tory remarks relating to the sex ofan employee and to retaliatory action

when an employee resists helassment. Only part of that conduct, that

which may be proven in cogrt to be invidious sex discrimination, is

recognized in legal definitions of harassment. Though somewhat narrdwer

than the experience of tbe victims,the legal definitions of sexual har

assment are useful becaqse they provide a systematic analysis of the

types of conduct which constitute actionable harassment, the work rela

tionship between tbe harasser and the victimAithin which acts oi_harass

ment are- considered illegal, and the typed of injury to the vicrim which

are preiequisite to a legal claim. Analysis of the developm6nt of the

legal definition of sexual barassment and-comparison of harasament law

with other rules which prohibit discrimination in employment illuminate

changes needed in the law.

Definition.of Sexual Harassment Under the Ciyil Rights Act of-1964.

Sex discrimination in employment was prohibited by Federal law in Title

VII of the Civil Rights At of 1964. 4/ While workpface harassment may

also be actionab1e-.4kuder the U.S. Constitution, under other Federal

lawn, and under state employmeqt discrimination and,jcriminal laws, the

major definitional development has, occurred in court and administrative

interpretation of Title VII. That development is the focus of the dis

cussion which-follows. 5/ Section 703(a) of Title VII provides:

It shall be An unlawful employment prabtice for an.employer to

discriminate against any individual with respect to his compensa

tion, terms, conditions, or privileges of employment because of

suCh individual's race, color, religion, sex, or national origin.

Until recently, sex:discrimination against women in employment was

,deemed to include only offical employer policies that subjected women io

terms and conditions of employment not imposed on yen. Employer policies

prohibited on these grounds include the requirement that women employees,

but not men, change their namea upon marriage 6/; a requirement that wom

en make larger contributions /Eo a pension plan based on the statistical

likelihood,of greater longevity 7/; a dual seniority system for men and,

women based on the requirement that male employees b able to lift more

/might 8/; and a requirement that women remployees xemain single. 9/

TWe recognition of seXual harassment as illegal discrimination in

terms and conditions of employmetit represents a major step toward extend

ing the concept of discrimination to include subtle sex discrimination,

not authorized by an official.employer poliCy. Such discrimination is

already prohibited in the case of race digcrimination. It constitutes,.

an,acknowledgment that one employer may be liable for discrimination if

the workplace atmosphere is charged with sex discrimination, even if'it.

is.not the result of stated policy.

1
-
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Initial efforts to establish the illegality of sexual harassment
pnder Title VII. were unsuccessful. The diitrict court in Arizona re
jected a claim of sexual harassment based on examination of prior sex
discrimination cases, finding that earlier cdmplaints had-succeeded only
where-"the discriminatory conduct complained of arose out of company
policies." 10/ The court held that sexual advances by a .supervisor
towards an employde_were "nothing,more than a personal proclivity." In
rejecting another claim of sexual harassment, a California district
court stated that "the attraction of males to females and females to
males is a natural phenomenon and it is probable that this ittraction
plays at ,least a subtle part in most personn#1. decisions." 11/

In four, 1973 decisions, however, courts found violations of Title
VII'where a supervisor demanded that a subordinate employee egage in
sexual relations as a condition of 'her continued employment add where
the employee's refusal resulted in terminition of employment. The
employers held liable ha4 all been informed of_ the harassment and had
failed to investigate or take corrective action. 12/ awtreme forms of
Harassment were alleged in all of these cases -- all involved demands
that an employee engage in sexual relaLons where refusal resulted in
termination. The language used by some courts in defining sexual har
assment, however, broadened the law beyond the'facts presented by the
case. In Barnes v. Costle, for example, the court stated thati

The vitiating factor thus stemmed not from the fact that-what
appellant's superior demanded was sexual activity.., but from the
fact that he imposed upon her tenure in her then position a con
dition which ostensibly he would not have fastened'upon a male
employee. 131

This statement.vdggests that any condition of employment which is imposed
'on women but ,Uet on men is illegal sex discrimination against women.

The Court of Appe-alls in Tomkins defined that injury to a victim of
harassment which would be'actionible under Title VII. As-in Barnes, the
decision expounded more law than/as needed to decide the facts pre
sented:

; Title VII is violated when a supervisor, with the aetual. or con
structive knowledge of the employer, makes .seXual advances or .

demands toward a subordinate employee and conditions that employee's
job status-- evaluation, continued employment, promotion, or other
iSpects of career development --' on a favorable response to thode
advaneeg:or demands, and the emplbyer does not take prompt and
appropriate remedial action after acquiring 'such knowledge. 14/

. (italics supplied). 4a.

1
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Early court decisions on sexual hStassment suggested that only

action by "employer' -- not "supervisor" or "coworker" -- was illegal

under Title VII. However, the recent decisions discussed above make

clear that an employer may be held liable for the conduct of a supervisor

toward an employee, at least if a complaint was filed but not investi

gated or redressed 15/, but possibly even if the employer was unaware of

the supervisor's_iconduCt. 16/

The courts are divided on the issue of ohether or not an employer

policy tolerating harassment must be alleged 17/, or whether a single

incident of harassment is sufficient to create a cause of action. 18/

(.1 .

tollowing the federal court decisions interpreting Title VII dis
cussed above, EEOC issued guidelines which codify and extend the defini

tion of actionable sexual harassment articulated by the courts. The

final guidelines issued November 10, 1980 state:

/ Unwelcome sexual advances, requests for sexual favors, and other

verbal.or physical conduct of a sexual nature constitute sexual

harassment when (1) submissions to such conduct of an.individual's
.t,

4 employment, (2) submission to or rejection of such conduct by an

individual is used as the basis for employment decisions affecting

,such.individual, or (3) such conduct has the purpose or effect of

unreasonably interfering with en individuaJ work performance br

creating an intimidating, hostile, or of1eksive working environ

ment.-19/

These guidelines also explain that an employer may be held liable

for the conduct of its agents and supervisory employees "regardless of

whether the specific acts complained of were authorized or even forbidden

by the employer and, regardless of whether 'the employer knew or should

have known of their occurrence."' In responding to comments on the pro
posed guidelines 'which Oggested that this languaFe was too,broad, the

Commission explained that "the strict liability imposed in § 1604.11(c)

is in keeping with the general standard of employer liability witkre
spect to agents and supervisory employees."

An employer can be held responsible for harassment in the workplace

by fellow employees if "the employer (or its agents or, supervisory-ein

ployees) knows or should have known of the the cogduct.,T A similar

standard of liability is articulated for the action of_ nonemployees

in the workplace, with the additional provision that "In reviewing these

cases the Commission will consider the extent of the emOloyer's control

and any other legal responsibility which the employer may have with

respect to the conduct of such nonemployees." In fact, employers are

encouraged to "take all steps necessary to prevent sexual harassment
from occurring." In some respects these regulations extend the definition

of sexual harassment beyond that currently recognized by the courts.
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Boundaries of the Law. Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964
equally prohibits employment discrimination based on race and based on
sex. However, in enforcing the law, the caurts have rhcognized as ac
tionable far more subtle forms of race discrimination than sex discrimi
nation. The prohibition of sexual harassment is a step toward providing
women (or men) with protection from discrimination equal to that provided
to minorities. /The EEOC guidelines, may be interpreted in a way that
broadens the legal definition of harassment and applies to sex discrimi
nation complaints principles which have been developed in handling racial
and ethnic discrimination. The issues on which broader interpretation
of the law is most needed include:

(1) the recognition of subtle forms of harassment as actionable, in
Oluding derogatory sexual remarks, intimidation, and other differential
treatment of women based on sex which affects the terma or conditions of
their employment.

(2) the recognition that an employer may be held responsible for a

single inci8ent of harassment even if he had no actual knowledge of the
incident.

(3) the recognktion that harassment not only by employers or super
,. visors, but also by coworkers or customers, may create a cause of

action.

1. Subtle Discrimination. Many recent Federal court decisions
have narrowly,defined ihe conduct. which is illegal under Title VII, and
have also required that for such conduct to be actionable there must be
some tangible detriment to the "terms, conditions, or privileges of
employment." In Bundy v. Jackton, 20/ the U.S. Court of Appeals for the
District of Columbia held that "sexual harassment, even if it does not
result in the loss of tangible job benefAts, is illegal sex discrimina
tion." 21/ The court accepted the plaintiff's claim that,

"conditions of employment" include the psychological and emotional
work environment -- that the sexually stereotyped insults and
demeaning propositions to-which she was indisputably subjected and
which caused her anxiety and debilitation ... illegally poisoned
that environment. 22/

The court found that actions creating a discriminatory environment
were by themselves illegal, based on cases finding similar conduct
illegal when the alleged discrimination was based on race or ethnicity.
The court stated that,

Racial ilurs, though intentional and directed at individuals, may
still be jUst verbal insults, yet they too'may create Title VII
liability. How then can sexual harassment, which injects the

most demeaning sexual stereotypes into the general work environ
.ment and which always represents an intentional assault on an
individual's innermost privacy, not be illegal? 23/
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The Court of Appeals noted that.,implicit in this 'recognition of subtle

acts which create a discriminatory atmosphere is a rejection of the

notion that a victim of harassment must show that she resisted the em-

ployer's advances. To require a showing of resistance would create a

"Catch-22," in which an employer may freely harass his employee as long

as he takes no overt action which would call for explicit rejection.

The court explained that: ".If the employer demands no response to his

verbal or physical gestures other than good-natured tolerance, the woman

has no means of communicating her rejection. She neither accepts nor

rejects the advances; she simply endures them." 24/ Therefore, the court

invested that "it may ... be pointless" to require proof of resistance

to advances.

A recent decision by the The Minnesota Supreme CourtAhas taken the

lead in recognizing that harassment may encompass far more than demands

for sexual compliance. In Continental-Can v. Minnesota, 25/ the cokirt

held the state discrimination law to be violated by repeated derogatory

remarks and physical conduct directed toward a female employee b,y, others

in the workplace. The court stated that:

Differential treatment'on 'the basis of sex is more readily\ recog-

nizable when promotion or retention of employment is conditioned on

dispensation of sexual favors. It ia as idvidious, although lass

recognizable, when employment is conditioned either' explicitly or

impliedly on adapting to a workplace in which repeated and unwelcome

sexually derogatory retharks and sexually motivated physical conduct

are directed at an employee because she is female. 26/

.In the amicus (friend of the Court) brief submitted by the National

Organization for Women in the Continental Can case, sexual harassment was

defined as, "any repeated or unwarranted verbal or ,physical sexual

advances, sexually-explicit derogatory remarks made byjsomeone in the

workplace which is offensive or objectionable to the'recipient or which

causes the recipient discomfort or humiliation or which interferes with

the recipient's jOb performance." 27/

This broadened definition is cOnsistent with EEOC guidelines op race'

discrimination which declare that 'behavior which is directed at members

of a racial or ethnic group and which evokes memories of past subordinate

treatment creates an illegal workplace, atmosphere." 28/ Under these

regulations, EEOC decisions have held it discriminatory, for example,

to permit whites to be addressed as Mr. or Mrs., and blacks by their

first names. 29/ Likewise, it is illegal to require blacks to use exag-

gergited eourtesy titles in addressing whites, or to allow employees to

make depgatory ethnic jokes or to expose blacks to racist grafitti. 30/

In explaining thd importance of recognizing subtle discrimination, the

Fifth Circuit Court of Appeals _explained that "terms, conditions and

pri'vileges of elployment" under Title VII is' ."an expansive concept which

eeps within its protective-ambit {sphere qf influencej the practice,of

c eating a working environment heavily charged with ethnic or racial

scrimination." 31/ bne commentator observed that:.

16
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If sexual stereotypes in the workplace are unlawful bases for funda-
mental employer decisions -- and if racial stereotypes create pro-
hibited employment conditions when they permeate the work atmosphere
-- then, by analogy, conduct which perpetuates sexual stereotypes
in the workplace should be deemed an imOsrmissible condition of
employment. 32/

The definition of what'condUcc is acriOnable as sexual harassment
under the EEOC guidelines appears narrow and specific but, in fact, is
susceptible.of broad interpretation. -Unwelcome sexual ,advances, re-
quests for sexual favors, and other verbal or physical conduct of a sex-
ual nature" could be narrowly interpreted to include derogatory remarks
or behavior related to the gender of the employee only where there was
some explicit sexual refexence. *However, if the guidelines could be
interpreted consistently with the definition of discrimination to include
any differential treatment on the basis of sex which affects terms and
conditions of employment, then the word "sexual" might be interpreted to
include-sexist behavior even if not explicitly sexual. Because the
explanation of the guidelines repeatedly articulates adherence to tradi-
tional Title VII principles, this broader interpretation is probably
correct.

2. Who May Be Held Liable. Federal courts deciding sexual
harassment claims have extensively debated under what circumstances an
employer might be held liable for the acts of a supervisor. 33/ In some
cases, employers were held responsible only when the supervisor was

, found to be acting as an agent for the employer.

This narrow analysis is a departure from the general rule for em-
ployer liabirii'y for discriMination under Title VII, under which employ-
ers have been held liable whether or not they,were aware'of alleged
discrimination. 34/ Employers have been held liable even if they had
paliciesprohibiting discrimination 35/, and even if there was no record
of prior-discrimination by the employer. 36/ The new guidelines issued
by'EEOC make the employer strictly liable for sexual harassment, whenever-
thefrharasser was an "agent br superviabr." 37/

3. HarasAent by Co-workers and Customers. At the present
time the Federal courts, have prohibited harassment by...employers. and
supervisors but not by co-workers or'customers. The dvistintion is based--
-on the 'assumption_ that "terms'and conditions of employment" are.imposed
only by supervisory level,personnel or that only supervisors are in a
position to make acceptance of harassment a.condition of continued em-
ployment.

In cases of race discrimination, however, employers have been held
liable for allowing behavior in the workplace which creates a discrimina-
tory atmosphere. 38/ In a workplace where women are employed as sexual
objects for the pleasure of customers, such as topless bars, willingness
or ability,to deal with harassment is usually a condition of employment

$
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even though supervisori or coworkers may not harass employees. Claims

of discrimination based on such harassment might be.opposed based on ap

argument that the woman voluntarily accepted the job. However, a victim

of harassment might well want a job as a topless dancer but not wish td

be harassed. In such a case.ran employel- could be held liable for

creating conditions of work conducive to harassment.

Likewise if an employee is haraSsed by coworkers and is, unable to

persuade her employer to prevent that the harassment, the employer could

be found to have created a discriminatoiy atomosphere affecting condi

tions of employment. This was the finding in Continental Can v. Minne

sota, 39/ in which the Minnesota Supreme Court ruled that an employer is

liable for sexual harassment of In employee by her coworkers.

The EEOC guidelines on sexual harassment appear to address at least

some of these problems; an employer may be liable for harasiment of

employees by anyone in the workplace if he knew or should have known that

the harassment was taking place.

In the,legal literature prtiented above, 1é definition of sexual

harassment was found to have evo ved through co rt decisions ald EEOC

guidelines interpreting TitleAVII at,first only the most extreie forms

of'sexual harassment ,were recogni ed, but the de6nition was broadened

over time. The responsibility of employers for se ua harassmeRt by

others in the workplace, if not the scope of behavior ènidered as sex
ual taratsment, was widened significantly by the EEOC g idelines issued

in 1980. \

Thsguidelines are susceptible of broad interpreftation, dmake sex

k ual harassment as illegal as other formwof discrimination in mi4opaent.

The approval df the guidelines, while a significant step, is Only the

beginning of a long struggle to persuade the courts to treat su tle dis
crimination against wopen in the workplace as a serious problem.

Survey of Harassment in EmploymAt

Beginning in.the 1970's, an increasing numher of surveys and c se
studies,have produced greater insights into -the size and scope of t e

problem of sexual harassmeni. ighile definitional guidelines provided by

the Civil Rights Att of.1964 were found to be inadeqdate and ambiguous;

these cudies also indicated the necessity of a broad approach to sexual

harassment based on its particular and insidious characteristics and the

way in which it is oanifested in the work en ronment. Although almost

all of the statistical surveys were s selfselected, and therefore

not necessarily representative samples, and although'all.were confined tb"
observillonsabout overt sexual .behaviors (as against subtle, sexist or

sexrelated discrimination), they did establish general cabegories of

sexual harassment which have tended to become4 standard, providing the

basis for what the aq71"171"0 increasingly find to be actionable cotplaints4

4r,
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There also emerged from these studies general agreement as to the rela-
tive seriousness and importanceof the identified categories. The,pri-
mary types of sexual harassment were found to be verbal and physical
with the greater number of victims having-experienced the verbal form.
Three additional categories were established': visual; pressure; and the
use of letters, the telephone or other means of communication.

In 1980 the first comprehensive national survey of sexual harassment
was initiated by the U.S. Merit Systems Protection Board. This Survey of
both men and women began by defining-sexual harassment in the restricted
sense indicated by the OPM regulations. However, the study later ex-
panded and crarified the scope of behavior to be included on the basis
of a pre-test survey of employees. As the result of its pre-survey, in-
cluding ihterviews with employees, seven categories of sexual harassment
were developed. These were included in the final survey, which asked
respondents selected randomly (and thus the full Federal workplace) for
their observations of incidents of harassment to themselves during the
24-month period from May, 1978 to May, 1980. (The survey instrument will
be included in the final report of the Merit Systems study to be pub-
lished .1n April.) Preliminary findings from the survey were released
'September 25, 1980, in hearings before the Sub-Committee on Investiga-
tions of the Committee on Post Office and Civil Service of the House of
Representatives.

The following categories were identified and evaluated in the sur-
vey:

1. Actual or attempted rape or sexual assau4t.

2. Unwanted letters, phone calls, or materials of a sexual nature.

3. Unwanted pressure for sexual favors.

4. Unwanted deliberate touching, leaning over, cornering, or 1

pinching.

5; Unwanted pressure for dates.

6. Unwanted sexually suggeqive looks or gestures.

7. Unwanted sexual teasing, jokes, remarks, or questions.

The categories above are listed in descending order based on respondents
agreement,of what 'constitutes sexual harassment. 'In addition, the study
group combined the ca,tegories in its analysis under three general head-
ings of seriousness:

1. Actual or attempted rape or sexual assaUlt.

2. Severe harassment (items 2, 3, and 4, above).

3. Less severe harassment (items 5, 6, and 7, above).

Li
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Interviews of Victims of Harassment

Taken together, the categories of sexual harassment identified from
all of the sources above -- the courts, the regulations, and employees in
general differ Videly in terms'of the the seriousness with which they are
Viewed,. The Merit Systems survey showed that men and women differ sharp
ly regarding.the seriousness of the less severe categories though agree
ing substantially about the severe categories. Interviews with women who
consider themselves to have been victims of harassment show wide differ
ences in the definition of sexual harassment. This is especially the
case where the behavior described lies below the threshold of actionable
complaint.

A study:published in 1980 by
examined sexual harassment of post
anecdotal.information. 42./ Althou h

g'.

emphasis than one might expect f om
directed to a student population ,n
ported on is more or less the sam t

by employees. In approaching t e

stated: ,

the U.S. Department of Education,
secondary school students based on
this study had a somewhat different
an employee survey in that it was

pe as that reported to be offensive
cademic settings, the behavior re"

problem of definition, the report

Rather than choose among thL myriad, sometimes conflicting defini
tions of sexual harassment currently in use, (The National Advisory
Council on Women's Educational Programs, which produced the report)
opted to structure its Call for Information without a, definition.in
the hope of developing a victiVbased definition from the responses.
This approach permitted the problem to define itself and ayoided
limiting responses to fit any particular bias or ideology. The

Council viewed this as particularly important in light of its

attempt to analyze sexual harassment in a frontier area; most of
the work done to date has dealt with employment situations which
differ in many respects fromthe situations faced by students. 9i0
results of this approach. were Several:

ItiRespondents described a wider range of incidents.as "sexual. har
assment" than most existing definitions permit; the spectrum in
eluded rapes as well as tonsalacious slurs about the gender of
the respondents;

Mu6hof the activity reported appears malevolent in effect but
not necessarily in intent; in many cases, the perpetrator does
not appear to.understand his behavior as "harassment" of any
kind;

Respondents o'ften distinguished between offers to reward 'sexual

cooPerativeness and promises td punish sexual .noncooperative
mess.-- the two did nqt always escalate from requests to

demandsl
-1 ..

2u
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Sexual overtres void of any.proMise or threat were described
by a number of respondents as sexual harassment, especially
when repeated; and,

Individual students reflected gieat variety in describing.what
constituted "unacceptable" behavior and in ,providing defini-
tions for sexual harassment.

These general factors led the Council to a working definition:

Academit sexual harassment is the use of authority to emphasize the
sexuality or sexual identity of4a student in a manner which'prevents
or impairs tlia student's hill enjOyment of educational benefits,
climate, or opportunities.

Essentially, five types of activity were:described as sexual harass-
mentt.

1. Generalized sexist remarks or behavior;

2. Inappropriate and oftensive, but essentially sanction-free sex-
ual advances; ,,

3. Solicitation of sexual activity -ar other sex-linked behavior by
promise of rewards;

4. Coercion of sexual activity by threat of punishMent; and,

5. Sexual assaults.

These types, or categories, are not sharply delineated, although they are
arranged in a roughly hierarchical continuum. Many ofthe reported inci-
dents involve several categories, as when a studwit is promised something
in exchange for sexual favors and simultaneously threatened about non-
cooperation. Thus, the hierarchy' of the categories is only approximate,
since factors unique to any particular case. may thagnify its relative
weight. For example, punishment-free sexual advances accompanied by
touching might be viewed,by some as consiAerably.more threatening or
injurious than an offhand offer to better a grade in return for a sexual.
encounter.

It is the common ,threads among the categories -that provide the
basis for a victim-generated definition of'sexual harassment -- 'irre-
spective of the sex of the offender -- in the education context. These
common elements are:

Distortion,of a formal, sex nentral relationship (e.g., teach-
er/student, counselor/client) by an unwelcome, nonreciprocal-
emphasis on the sexuality or sexual identity of the student;
and,

A

Infliction of harm on the student.
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Several persons who commented on this report in pre-publication re-.

view indicated a belief that these complaints were not actually "sexual

harassment" to the extent that.they do not involve iexuality, per Se, but

sex bias and/or stereotyping. These commenters felt that "sexual harass-

ment" should be imited to use as a descriptive phrase for acts involving
either attempted or realized sexual encounters. Others dipagreed, and'

felt that there is an inherent sexual content, "in or underlying general-

ized sexist remarks or behavior, which often establishes a tone or con-
text which in its awkwardness is more damaging than many overt acts."

lb the major aspects of.harassment can be added the central or "gut"

issue of sexual harassment in employment -- discrimination and denial of

equal employment opportunities.

As in the Report on the Sexual Harassment of Students, interviews

of self-selected victims and complainants about incidents in the work-
place tend to go beyond the definition of sexual harassment found to be
legally actionable thus far as well as the focus onkovert behavior found
in the Merit Systems study, the restricted definition discussed,in the

footnote above. Informal interviews with employee victims by Lelia
Candea tend to support the five types of activity listed above found.in
post secondary educational institutions. In this case also there is a
wider vardety of incidents considered as sexual harassment than those

considered in the Merit Systems study. From this more comprehensive

consideration and definition of harassment by Candea, the followin&

general categories were suggested: 41/

1. Sexual harassment and abuse involVing force and aggression., In

;this case harassment may involve violence and has been fonnd to
Aerive from interliersonal relationships involving job related
Positions of power and vulnerability.-

2. Overt sexist harassment.

3. Non-explicit, sexist harassment deriving from working condi-
tions, practices, aRd expectations developed by and for men,
and intentional efforts by men to protect their prerogatives.

4. Retaliation and punishmen,t. This frequently involves black-
listing, isolation, poor work assignment, reassignment, revolv=
ing af perquisiteso firing, or all of ;hese measures.

The Merit Systems study clearly shows ,the seriousness and widespread

extent of sexual harassment of the explicit types indicated in items 1

and 2, above. However, many nonexplicit or subtle.discriminatory prac-
tices in employment are.not covered as obviously brthe category of sex-
ual harassment. 'These less specific instances are of a type otherwise
recognized by the prohibitions against., discrimination of the Civil Rights

6,*

,
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Act of 1964. However, instances of subtle discrimination will, undoubt
edly, remain below the threshold of what the courts could consider an
actiOnable complaint unless possibly as a class action suit where an
employer has established an environment or atmosphere of harassment based
on subtle discrimination. Similarly, explicit sexist harassment is not
easily found actionable.

4 F-v
Nonexplicit Minor Harassment, deriving as it does from the work

environment itself, often takes the form of numerous minor irritants.
Since they are inherently part of the job they do not necessarily come
,from any one individual and thus are diffiCult to present infthe form of
a complaint. The :vulnerability of the new employee, especial1Y a woman
3n a nontraditional setting is made worse by the initiation rites fre
quently part of a new.job, whether malice is involved or not. Even
more unatceptable, however; -such conditions are often more or less
permanent for the woman employee where aspects of the initiation never
end. 'Rowe has described this type Of.harassment as involving "micro
inequities" ... petty incidents that damage, demean, and restrict women.
Harassment of this sort has a general character which Rowe terms "The
Saturn's Rings Phenomenon:"

Thes'a minutiae are usually not actionable; most are such petty
incidents that they may not even be identified, much less protested.
They are important, like the dust and isCe in Saturn's rings because,
taken'together, they constitute formfaable barriers. As Saturn is
partially obscured by its rings, so are good jobs partially obscured
for women by "grains of sand:" the. minutiae of discrimination. 42/

3

Karen Bogart has developed an institutional selfstudy guide on sex
equity to be published in 1981. 43/ Working with Rowe's concept, Bogart
identified specific "microinequities" based'on a survey.and interviews
with key observers knowledgeable about the treatment of women, staff, and
students in post 7bedondary educational institutions. The following
forms of subtle discrimination against women were most often reported in
thestudy:

Th

Condescension: The refusal to take women seriously, as students or
colleagues, communicated through posture, gesture, and tone of
voice.

Role stereotyping: Expectation of behavior that confOrms to the sex
role stereotypes, such 'as passivity and deference in demeanor, and'
traditional course and career choices.

Sexist comments: Expressions of derogatory beliefs about women,
such as the sentiments that women are inferior, lacking in origi
nality, not serious, not intelligent and a distraction.

Hostility: Avoidance, expressions of annoyance, resentment, anger,
and jokes and innuendoes at the expense of women.

2
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Exclusion: Unintentional and intentionglroversights denying women

access to,events (e.g., departmental ftinctions where information

meaded,for upward mobility may be informally ekchanged).

Denial.of status and authority: The refusal to acknowledge a wom
en's position or her scope of authority (e.g., the bypassing of a

woman staff member by 'subordinates, reporting to her superiors).
.

Invisibility: The failure to recognize the presence or contribu
tions of women (for example, in course content):

Double standards: Differential evaluation of behavior as a function

of gender attribution (e.g., the application of more stringent

criteria in eyaluating a woman's candidacy for tenure than a man's

candidacy).

Tokenism: The discretionary inclusion of one or a few women only

Teti:7;S committee members or speakers).

Divide and conquer: The use of tactics that maximize the social
distance of women from each other (e.g., informing a woman that she
is superior to other women in ability or achievement).

iacklash: The rejection of women and men whO support efforts to im

prove the status of women (e.g., by forgetting to include them in

departmental functions).

Explicit Sexist Harassment produces a general condition or atmos

phere of abuse which results from verbal insults such as graffiti on

walls, demeaning jpkes and cOmments, seemingly intentional inconveniences
or direct personal observations and complaints, threats of firing, use
of transfer and reorganization of tasks, claims of insubordination- and

insult, restrictive and intolerant supervisory attitudes, and the like.
Supervisory mistreatment of female employees is frequently observed as a
form of sexist behavior comprising sexual harassment. Shouting and other

irrational outbursts by supervisory personnel are the counon complaints
in this category. Pregnant women and working mothers often experience a

tpeciAl form of this type of harassment whether' from lack of tolerance
and understanding about their special needs and circumstances or active
disapproval of pregnant female employees. Since a large proportion of
working women are nothers this problem is a key issue related to condi
tions of employment. Nor is the problem exclusively associated with non
traditional employment.,.. Resolving_the problem requires-the use of flex
time, parttime employment programs, availability of day care and other
conveniences all of'which, though growing in use are found as yet in few

.placeP. -

Overt fsexpal hare:lament is the most specifiOally and directly re

lated to sex aCt. Harassment here includes the range of behavior

descrlbed in the Merit Systems study. The.most severe form of overt

sexual harassment, aside from rape and assault which are considered.

2 4
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criminal acts, is referred to in tIle Merit Systems study as "unwanted
pressure for sexual favors." Such pressure can takt that form of extor
tion referred to frequently as "eiecutive rape." In these cases the
threats Are most often financial or economic and the promise 'of reward

. for compliance is combined with the threat of loss o? job, demotion, 4or
denial of job opportuitities..

While.physiAal assaults are generally considered to be criminal,
behavior, the range of such behavior inclUdes acts which are not clearly
in that cateapry yet constitute a persistent aspect of the Work environ7
ment especially in nontraditional employment. According to recent testi

,' mony before Congreas, this type of abuse has ,frequentry been found in
the armed forces. In another instance, the shipbuilding industry, women
Who began workings with men in areas sexually integrated for the first
time, experienced.constant physical assaults.

Sexual harassment of the overt type has frequently been found to
involve the double bind of promised 'reward and threat of punishment. In
addition, retaliation may follow after an employee who has been Tired,
forced to quit dr who has fiaed 'formal suit or grievance. Many tmployees
report that they have been victimized by retaliatory acts which interfere
with their job rights and career after they complain to their superiors
and administrative officers about some initial instance of harassment.
When this harassment was made the subject of p formal.complaint still
greater harassment would result. Often this escalatios cohtinues even
after court orders to cease and de sist.

In one such instance, women filing equal opportunity complaints were
subjected to attempts to fire them by their employers the U..S. Department
of Justice. In Smith vs. Kleindiest, 44/ which resulted from these at
tempts, Ms. Smith obtained a consentoprder from the U.S.,District Court,
in whidh the Department agreed not to further harass the EEO complain
ants. Frequently, escalating retaliatory harassment is carried out over
a protracted period, perhaps.lasting several years or through the entire
career Of an individual: In Smith vs. Kleindiest, Ms. Smith, who had
filed a'routine equal employment opportunity complaint, was deprived of
her secretary, duties and office space within 24 hours. Later, when she
filed a harassment complaint, three separate attempts were made by the
Department to transfer her to another part of the organizatlon. After.
Ms. Smith obtained 'a consent decree,from the court, the retaliation
diminished. When her original complaint was decided in her favor,
however, the harassment intensified. She received a letter of reprimand
and other actions were initiated to'prepare a justification for firing
her. At this point she resigned and filed,another EEO cpmplaint claim
ing that she had been harassed into quitting.

2
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Two years later, Ms. Smith was ordered reinstated with two years

Amck pay. Within the year, however, her office abolished her job thus

forcing her termination. At the same time, the agency hired another

person to fill a position which'she had filled earlier and, presumably,

might have filled on an interim basis. Her appeals to higher levels for .

a haft to these actions were almost entirely unsuccessfa. It was nine

months before she.was able to find another positiolo at the same level .

with another agency. In her original job, four sepgrate sex discrimina
;ion cases over five years led to her final termination. In her new job,

she began to experience new difficulties when her supervisor on discover
ing her past opmplaints crpicizediher as "disloyal." Eventually, after

two more years during which she experienced similar haTassment, she was

forced to leave that job. While such an experience appears unusual at'
first, many equal employment opportunity complainants reporf that retal

iation following the filing of a,complaint has been the rule rather

than the exception. 45/

2 6
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THE EXTENT AND CONSEQUENCES'OF HARASSMENT

Definitive knowledge of the extent of.the broad rapge of,,Oarassment
of women in employment has been difficult to ome by. 1Whikeethe problem
itself is not new, awareness of it, especial the full Se6pe, has devel-

.

oped,only in the past several years. Thi may be because of growing
knowledge about the full' rauge of conseq nces which negative inter-
personal bebavlor can have in psychological and physiological terms
which itpact,in'turn, on career aspirations and attainments. It may be
because-'standards for human behavior are changing with the growing
consciousness and concern regarding male/female relationships and it may
also be'tthat,-in socio-econotic terms, as women .have begun to compete
with men for an equitable share of the labor market, the consequences

, of harassment have become more atute andnessittolerable. This latter
concern appears to be what underlies civil rights litpation and eMploy-

,ment policies evolving through court cases and legislation.

The de ition of sexual harassment was folind to vary widely among
complainan s well as those engaged in analyzing it -- the courts and,
regulatory a ncies no less than research scholars. For this reason the
extent of sexual harassment is somewhat debatable but not unrelated to
evaluating the gravity of the problem and to selecting the most appro-
priate approach for deaywowith it.

Two of the most publicized surveys of sexual harassment of women in
employment found that 92 percent of their respondentsconsidered it "a

serious problem". Almost that many -- 88 percenE in the case of a survey
of the readerslof Redbook Magazine 46/ and 70 percent in a survey of the
membership of the Workiig Women's Institute 47/ -- had "experienced some
form of sexual harassm t" on the' job, However, both.of these surveys
were self-selected, thak is, not strictly -random samples from the general
population of working wou1e,1. It Is not surprising-that the Merit Systems,
Survey of Sexual 1Iarassment in the FederalA:Workplace, which constituted a,

random saMple of 23,000 employees (men and women), found that 42 pertent*
of the.women, the equivalent of 294,000 of the total 694000 women em-
ployed by the Federal government, had experienced some form of sexual
harassment in the 247month period covered by the survey. 48/ Considering
In addition, the definition used in the survey (wilich,did not include

4 subtle sexual harassment as defined above in Chapter 2), 42 percent
should be tonsidered to be highly significant, indicating e substantial
incidence of Such activity if not its seriousness.

Wbat the kerit Systems Study Shows

Of major significance regarding the Merit Ustems Study is the fact
that it is highly representative of the total work force. Thus, the 42
percent of women emplbyees An the Federal government who reported ini-
dents of overt sexual harassment can be projected roughly to 18-19
million employees in the total U.S. labor force forj980.

-
.
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In terms of the extent'of the problem, that 42 per:Cent of female

respondents in the Merit Systems study had experienced some Iorm of overt

sexual harassment during the period studied would put sexual hatassment

in employment in the category of other major sex-related social Vroblems

affecting the status of women: family violence, rape, and incest.

Charts r and 2 show that the rate at which incidents of harassment took

place declined with the degree of severity as defined by the study. */

Within the larger group' of women victims, about 76 percent were

willing to describe a critival incident in detail (provided--for by

Section.,4 of the survey). Many respondents had experienced more than one

incident, during the 24-month period of the study. In additionl the

behavior which thex had experienced was sometimes described appropriately

under more than one category. The results of their reports represented

in Chart 2 are dubstantially. more critical than those for the total

group of women surveyed.

The number of reports pf incidents falling into the "less sevete" cate-

gories (looks, dates and teasing, is defined above) is substantially

greater than in the "severe" categories. However, every form of sexual

harassment was experienced by a substantial percentage of respondents

and narrators.

As one might expect, the impact of,harassment was indicated to be

greater on the individual than Oh the group within which she worked

(Charts 3 and 4). However, it should be noted that these evaluations

were obtained from the victims 4and were, undoubtedly, affected by sub-

jective reactions often compounded by isolation. These'findings are,

therefore, highly misleading except in terms of understanding the impact

ofjlarassment on victims. Given a broader definition of "impact", lorig-'

term effects of harassment haye been found to produce an organization 4n

which genera' standards of morale are quite 16w. Assuming this condition

to be a widespread phenomenon might also explain why harassment of the

individual is shown to have so little effect on others, just as in combat

many soldiers becbme numbed to the impact of death surrounding them as a

psychological defense to an unacceptable condition. While' the combat

,comparison may seem extreme at first, its appropriateness is indicated

by the extent to which narrators "consider the impact of such experiences

to be emotional and vsychological.

According to Chart 5, victims reported adverse emotional or physical

effects ranging from 82 percent for victims of actual or attempted rape

or sexual Assault, to 37 yercent for viCtims of severe sexual harassment,-

and 21 percent for victims of less severe sexual harassment. In'addi-

tion, substantial adverse impacts were also reported by-victims on their

Corresponding numbers from the Merit lystems study - preliminary

report - from,which the following charts were taken, are indicated

in the Table of Conteff6 (above).
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1.

HAVE YOg CEIVED ANY OF THE FOLLOWING UNINVITED SEXUAL ATTENTION DURING
THE LAST 24 NTHS (MAY, 1978 TO MAY, 1980) FROM SOMEONE WHERE YOU WORK
IN THE FEDERAL VERNMENT? (WOMEN EMPLOYEES ONLY: PERCENT INDICATING
ONCE OR MORE)
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2.

DURING THE EXPERIENCE YOU DESCRIBE HERE, WHICH OF THE FOLLOWING HAPPENED

TO YOU? (WOMEN NARRATORS ONLY: PER CENT WHO CATEGORIZED THEIR CRITICAL

INCIDENTAS FOLLOWS)
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feelings, time and attendance at work, ability to work-lath others on
the job, the quantity of their work, and the quality of their work.
Victim studies indicate that these effects are often compounded by ren
taliation resulting from formal comaaint. While Chart 5 indicates the
immediate impact of harassment on-Tlatims, it should be noted here that
respondents were not asked in this question about the impact on their
careers.

While there is a certain amount of double counting in the identities
of sexual harassers represented in Chart 6, the percentages indicate sup-.

ervisors are involved in substantial numbers of such incidents. (If the
categories "subordinate" and "unknown" are subtracted from "co-workers
or other employee" the remaining amount over 100 when this category is
added to supervisor is probably dueto double counting supervisbrs who
are also co-workers.) Out of the total number of incidents of actual or
attempted rape or sexual assault during the 24-month period extrapolated
for the total Federal work force (694,000 women), as many as 119,790 of
the 294,000 estimated to have been harassed were victimized by their own
or an ot6r high level supervisor. Slightly less thpn half of the vic-
tims of severe sexual harassment or approximately 88,000 were harassed
by-their supervisors, while approximately one third who reported inci-
dents of less severe sexual harassment named their supervisors as respon-
sible. Significantly, the involvement of supervisors is less in less
severe categories of sexual harassment, both in terms of percentages
compared with non-supervisory employees and in terms of proportionate
numbers by general level of severity.

It is significant that supervisors were most actively involved in
the most severe categories. ';he impact of such behavior must be greater
on the victim if it comes' 0011 those who are charged with maintaing
standards of employment and to whom one would ordinarily look for pro-

.

tection and guidance in such matters.

The impact Must also be great on Implementation of general policies
prohibiting sexual harassment- in employment and, no doubt, explains the
retaliation noted above. The extent of the impact is also shown in the
survey, as will be discussed later in tefms of how victims dealt with

'sexual harassment and their opinions about what should be done to deal
with the problem more effectively.

The most immediate impact of sexual harassment is seen in terms of
the-expectation of the victims and what actually happeped by way of
punishment and eward. On this matter The Merit Systems report con-
cltided:

The actual or attempted rape/assault group was more inclined to
foresee penalties for not going along, and (to a lesser extent)
work-related rewards if they did go along. In contrast, a majority
of the "severe" and "less severe" harassment groups foresaw no
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3.

HOW DID THE UNWANTED SEXUAL ATTENTION AFFECT OTHERS IN YOUR LMMEDIATE

WORK GROUP? 4WOMEN NARRATORS ONLY: PERCENT WHO INDICATED THE MORALE

OF THEIR IMMEDIATE WORK GROUP CHANGED AS FOLLOWS)
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HU DID THE UNWANTED SEXUAL ATTENTION4AFFECT OTHERS IN YOUR IMMEDIATE
WORK GROUP, THAT IS, THE PEOPLE YOU WORKED WITH ON A DAY-TO-DAY BASIS?
(WOMEN NARRATORS ONLY: PERCENT WHO INDICATED THE PRODUCTIVITY OF THEIR
IMMEDIATE WORK GROUP CHANGED AS FOLLOWS)
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5.

HOW DID THE UNWANTED SEXUAL ATTENTION AFFECT YOU? (WOMEN NARRATORS ONLY:

PERCENT WHO INDICATED THESE ASPECTS OF THEIR LIVES "BECAME WORSE")
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6.

WHO WAS THE PERSON(S) WHO SEXUALLY BOTHERED YOU? (WOMEN NARRATORS ONLY:
PERCENT WHO NAKED THE FOLLOWING PARTY)
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specific consequence of ,going ilong or not going alonv4- These

women victims apparently viewed themselves as trapped 4.11 an un
pleasant situation, with no particular carrots or sticks Involved.
(It is probable that most of.these victims were harigked by d0
workers, rather than immediate or higherlevel supervidiors.) For

those "severe" and "less severe" harassment women iiictims who aid
foresee some positive consequence for going along, etip expectation

that the" "person(s) would become more plessant" wadf:- Cited more

frequently than any expectation of financial or carderlpettermenf.

49/

On the face of i Chart 7 seems to contain some contradictions. An

obvious one is suggested by the high percentages given for the category,
"I did not think anything would happen." In the case of rape or sexual
assault, it seems to indicate either a high incidence of attempts that
did not succeed or a-high degree of passive compliance. The very high

percentages in the case of severe and less severe sexual harassment also-
suggests a rather general condition in which the victims have little
control. That is, it suggests that harassment is a condition of employ

,
ment; whether victims go along with it or not has relatively less to do
with their careers than does their willingness tO work in an environment
which includes a general and constant level of sexhal harassment or the
possibility of it. Comparing these percentages with those of Chiit 6,

suggests a relationship between percentages for supervisory related

threats, the view, "I did not think anything would happen," and the find
ing that, in fact, "no chsnges happened in my work situation." That is,
if the results were presented separately for harassment by supervisory.
employees only, the percentages for the latter categories would be

smaller and percentages for iupervisory related threats 111404 consequences

would be higher. As it is, the results shown indicate that overt sexual
harassment by supervisory employees is not idly enaged in but is fairly)
systematic and understood. It is also useful to consider, with reference
to Chart 9, that instances of unweinted consequences constitute a progres-
41on rfor most victims and that, while seemingly'leis frequent for victims
in generaL, increase in frequency for theb'relative to the seriousness
of the victimization. Though not shown herd, EEOC studies among others
show that these consequences becOme almost a certainty for victims who
file comppints.

What Interviews with Victims Show,

As was discussed earlier, women employees who helieve themselves to
have ;been victims of sexual harassment, as in the case'of students inter-'
viewed in the study of the National Advisoq Council on Wow's Educe

,

tional Programs, both "descreibed a mider,range of incidents as 'sexual
harassMent," and "reflected great variety in describing what constituted
'unacceptable' behavior, and in providing definitions for sexual harass
ment." This is an important finding itself because it reflects the

depth of the problem -beyond what the courts have found actionable so far
and even the scope of the problem as indicated by .the results of the
Merit Systems Survey.
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Much more than the survey results, victim interviews indicate a
problem of apparently large and labyrinthine propottions. TheY indicate
that much of the problem may be hidden by ambiguities of social norms and
.fear of embarassment and reprisal. It Is similar in this respect to
other social problems regarding the status of women and with respect to a
common element of intimidation, to family violence, rape, and incest.
Each of these behavioral phenomena have been influenced to iiime extent by
a culture of silence: misunderstanding and, repression that tends *in
practice to reward the oppressor and punish the oppressed.

As the problem itself has remained hidden, so have the consequences.
While rape is admittedly,more serioos than ogling, the effect of the
latter may be as great to a given individual in psychological and eco-
nomic terms if it leads ultimately-and, as is often the case, after an
extended, period, to loss of social and self esteem and job.

Jill Goodman, writing in the Civil Liber,eida Review, of the American

(
Civil Liberties Union, has stated: /

Sexual harassment, whether on the,street or in the office, is an
invasion of privacy4 Attempting to withstand that pressure can
have devastating effects on -emotional and physical health. 'Women
,commonly report such symptoms as colitis,4episodes of mmiting,-and
severe depression. And the aspirations of.women who have been so
profoundly affected by distrimination.inevitably suffer. 50/

Rowe, in her study, The Saturn's Rings Phenomenon, enumerates the exten-
sive minor harassment of working women. She describes the damage for
these "micro-inequities," based on interview sources:

In part they are a kind of a pain which cannot be predicted very
well in any functional sense .... As an intermittent, unpredictable
reififorcement, however, they have peculiar power as a negative
learning tool; Unpredictable, intermittent reinforcement being among
the more powerful types of reinforcement .... They take up time.
Sorting out what is happening to tmg, and dealing with one's pain
and anger takes time .... They seem petty .... The perceived lack
of appropriate ways to redress helps perpetuate micro-aggressions.
51/

In q, sort of ripple effect of consequences, women who have com-
plained of being harassed frequently betome the subject of retaliatory
acts when they seek redress. They usually experience additional problems
should their a-ppeals fail; in effect they become subjected to harassment
by-the employment, administrative, and judicial systems to which they
necessarily look for help.

As the Merit Systems study indicates, a large proportion of individ-
uals in government who hove successfully pursued complaints in the courts
or with in their own organization, later transfer to othe, units. Cases
on record show that this is usually a protracted and, in the end, person-

3
4
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7.

MD YOU THINK THAT ANY OF THE FOLLOWING WOULD HApPEN TO YOU IF DrD NOT

GO ALONG WITH THE UNWANTED SEXUAL ATTENTION? (WOMEN NATTATORS ONLY:

PERCENT WHO THOUGHT THESE NEGATIVE THINGS WOULD HAPPEN TO THEM)
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8.
DID YOU THINK THAT ANY OF THE FOLLOWING WOULD HAPPEN IF YOU WENT ALONG
WITH THE UNWANTED SEVAL ATTENTION? (WOMEN NARRATbRS ONLY: PERCENT WHO
THOUGHT THESE POSITIVE THINGS WOULD ,HAPPEN TO THEM)
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DID ANY OF THE FOLLOWING CHANGES HAPPEN IN YOUR .WORK SITUATION AS A RE.
SULT OF THIS UNWANTED SEXUAL ATTENTION? (WOMEN NARRATORS ONLY: PERCENT

WHO INDICATED THESE CHANGES ACTUALLY OCCURRED)
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ally unsatisfactory procedure. Ms. Smith (whose case was Oscussed above
in Chapter 2) finally was forced, at the recomnendation of her doctor, to
work halftime in order to recover from her sevenyear experience. In

another case, Mary Ryan resigned her job the day that she wonjher suit
against the Federal Deposit,Insurance Corporation because, she said, she
could no longer, endure the continual harassment. Irene Bowman, who won
the first major class action suit against the DepartMent of Justice,
transferred to another agency "due to-the inability of the court to up
hold its order instructing the Department of Justice to halt the harass
ment" she and other employees had beenexperiencing. Rosalind Marimont,
who won thefirst sexual harassment case against the National Institutes
of Hrealth, resigned her job "under duress and due to failing health."
One woman who had filed a sex discrimination case commented afterwards:
"filing'a complaint is a lifeshortening experience."

A Handbook for EEO Complainants: Making Waves Without Drowning, pub
lished by the Federal Employed Women's Legal and Educaltion Fund, under

&
scores the problem of retaliation against women EEO complainants. AMong
the recorded instances ofretaliation, the most notable are acts directed
to damaging the complainants career' by bringing about resignation, demo
fion, transfer or firing. Anong other measures usually taken by employ
ers, complainants report being refused promotion and assigned lower level
or undesirable tasks, gillen unreasonable deadlines under zoor working
conditions, denied admistrative support and the ltike. Consideration for
priviledges or "perquisites" requiring administrative approval such as
eduCational benefits and the like are normally not granted to complain
ants. An attosphere 'of oppression is created by these acts in which the
complainant ia,.,characterized as a "complainer" comprising a general
effort by supervisory, and administrative staff in which her colleagues
are urged to join. Threats and other personal attacks have also been
found V, be part of the experience of being a complainant. In this cat
ggory of behavior the suggestion generally becomes increasingly accepted
that the employee is mentally disturbed. Given the lengtil of time re
quired for processing an EEO complaint and the stresses in the situation
which tend to build over time, psychological breakdown might be con
sidered a more or less selffulfilling prophecy.

There is an equally serious impact on the complainant's fellow em
ployees and the organization at large, howeVer, which must be recognized
as well. Where there is escalation of acts of retaliatioi '. the atmos
'phere of oppression and helplessness tends to increase. Job dissatis
faction becomes general and this is observable in employee turnover and
other indicators. This may partly explain why only 10 percent of of
respondents to the Merit Systems .survey answered yes to the question,
would formal remedies "be effective in helping" victims of sexual, harass
ment.

o.

4

/
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Conclusions

The extent and seriousness pf harassment is only now beginning to be
understIod.,The evolution of remedies has proceeded on the basis on indi-
vidual Complaint rather than general understanding of the problem. The

literature search conducted for this project found little systematic data
on the subject. In this sense the Merit Systems study, limited though it
may bejoy its objectives simply to improve government agency management
systems and by the scope of its definition,_ is the landmark effort so
far. A literature search and a search for statistical studies by the
Office of Merit Systems Review and Seudies found that few studies had
been made on the subject of seXual harassment in employment and that
while the surveys which they examined all tended to ,indicate that sexual
harassment in one form Or another is a widespread phenomenon, "each sur-
vey contained one or more problems in sampling technique or overall sur-
vey design." 52/

Wbat is indicated by those surveyi, limited or flawed though they
may be, and what is confirmed by studies of individual cases, though
seldom sanctioned as actionable by the courts, goes further than the

trrvation made above that the extent and seriousness of harassment is
y beginning to be understood. In fact, what is shown by the work so

far is the basis for understanding the nature and significance of harass-.
ment which is only now beginning to emerge from the limited studies,

court cases and the work of the EEOC and advocacy organizations.

or'
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ATTEMPTS TO DEAL WITH HARASSKENT

The frustrations and difficulties of dealing with harassment using
formal remedies on a case by case basis have been described in some
detail above. Whatever the merits of their complaints these individuals
have brought about public awareness concerning a problem which may have
been so common as not to be recognized. In the end few of these com-
pliinants were exonerated or promoted by the -organizations they did
battle with. For almost all of them their complaints led inevitably to
their resignation. Their final solution was what most others would have
accepted in the firs4 place, thereby hoping not to disrupt their career
or jeopardize their job.

The Merit Systems study reflects this view-to a great extent in
questions intended io show how victims attempt to cope with sexual har-
assment andCrIth what results. While 42 percent of respondents reported
that they haa been victimized during the two-year period of the study,
very few chose formal action as a remedy. Neither did their supervisors,
however. While Chart 10 shows apt over 50 percent of the victims
thought that reporting sexual harassment behavior to supervisor or
other officials, was an action which "made things better," making a joke

'of the behavior, asking or telling the person(s) to stop, or avoiding
the person(s) also "made things better." Incredibly, in the case of
actual or attempted rape or sexual assault,-an area of potentially crim-
inal offense, 52 percent thought that making a joke of the behavior
"made things better" compared with only 57 percent who found reporting
behavior to supervisor or other officials to be effective.

Whether their reluctance to take formal action is due,to ignorance
ot fear is not entirely apparent from the preliminary report of the
survey. While formal complaint procedures appear to be available to all
employees at this time they may be effectively denied to them by adminis-

.

trative or other manipulation in some instances. It is clear from the
survey that,the least troublesome responses to even the most extreme
forms of harassment are the first chosen. The responses of victims also
suggest that the effectiveness of informal measures is not entirely
accepted. This is shown by results when, shoTt of formal complaint,
victims reported the behavior to the supervisor or other officials. This
action was found by victims to be a less effective way "to make others
stop bothering them sexually" than simply asking or telling the person(s)
to stop. This was found to be even more the case for victims of the
.most severe forms of harassment ,than for victims of less severe forms.

Charts 10 and 11 show significant discrepancies between methods
narrators report using and what victims recommend or believe should be
effective. Thug, in the case of asking or telling the person(s) to stop,
rePorting the behavior to supervisor or other officials, ignoring the
behavior, avoiding the person(s), and threatening to tell or ,telling
other workers, the values'are decidedly reveTsed. That is, while victims
recommended asking or telling the person(s) to stop or reporting the
behavior to the, supervisor or other officials, in reality, much smaller
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percentages found such actions to have been effective. It is also sig-

nificant that the values for theee options are reversed in most cases.
That is, while reporting behavior is recomnended to be used most in less
severe cases than for rape/assault, it was found to be relatively less

effective in practice. Perhaps ,significantly., "filing a formal coat-.

plaint," while recomnended by over half the victims of severe and less
severe harassment (although evaluated separately), was not reported in
Chart 10 as an action which made things better.

In many instances when viCtims took fortisl (institutional) action,
management responded by either doing nothing or by becoming hostile to
the complainant. Often the victim-d-id not know whether management did
anything about the complaint. If, however, maugement "found my charge
.to be true" and "took action against the person who bothered me," such
action was found ko have "corrected the damage done to me" in relatively
few instances compared with indications of the reliance by the victims

on management. While management took aption in 74 percent of the cases
of actual.or attempted ripe or sexual assault reported to, them (Chart
12), only 17 percent of the complainants were satisfied that such action
"corrected the damage done to me." This compares with 20 percent for
victims of severe sexual harassment. Incredibly, while management took

action in 31 percent of the cases of less severe sexual harassment, not
a single complainant indicated satisfaction that such action "corrected

' the damage."

Clearly, these findings indicate that there is much that needs to be

done by management to improve its' effectiveness in dealing with sexual
harassment. Chart 13 indicates that in the mosr severe and lei's severe

categories, victima found that "outside contact (lawyer, civil rights
group, Congress, other agency, etc)" was more effective than "my super-
visor(s) or other officials." Chart_14_indicates that filing a discrim-
ination complaint or lawsuit was found to te relatively more effective
way to "make things better" by victims of less severe sexual harassment.
What these results might.suggest is that management may focus most of
its efforts on clear cases of severe sexual harassment, working coopera-
tively with outside agencies in cases of actual or attempted rape or sex-
ual assault (and thus relatively less effective a source of assistance)
but ignoring or opposing instances of less severe sexual harassment.
However, as the report states, "the uniformly high fevel of response
(shown in Chart 15) appears to indicate that women victims think that
there is much that management can do to combat sexual harassment....
Relatively few women victims indicated that there is little that manage-
ment can do ..." in answer to the question, 'Which of the following do-
you think are the most effective actions for an oiganization's management
to take regarding sexual harassment?", the three most often recommended
by all categorieS of victims were: "conduct swift and thorough investi-
gations of complaints of sexual harassment, enforce penalties against
those who sexually bother others, and establish and publicize policies
which prohibit sexual harassment." Other categories which were almost
as strongly endorsed were, "publicize the availability of formal com-
plaint channels, provide training for managers and EEO officials on their
responsibilities for decreasing sexual harassment, and enforce penalties
against managers who knowingly allow this behavior .to continue."

44
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. 10.

FOR EACH ACTION THAT you TOOK, WHAT EFFECT DID IT HAVE? (WOMEN NARRATORS
ONLY: PERCENT WHO INDICATED THIS ACTION liADE THINGS BETTER")
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11.
IN MOST CASES, WHICH OF THE FOLLOWING DO YOU THINK ARE THE MOST EFFEC
TIVE ACTIONS FOR EMPLOYEES TO TAKE TO MAKE OTHERS.STOP BOTHERING THEM
SEXUALLY? (WOMEN VICTIMS ONLY: PERCENT RECOMkENDING EACH ACTION)
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12.

HOW DID YOUR ORGANIZATION'S MANAGEMENT RESPOND TO THE (FORMAL) ACTION.YOU
TOOK? (WOMEN NARRATORS WHO TOOK FORMAL [INSTITUTIONAL] ACTION: PERCENT
WHO INDICATED THAT MANAGEMENT RESPONDED AS FOLLOWS)
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13.

FOR. EACH INDIVIDUAL GROUP THAT yoy TALKED. -WIB, DID IT MAKE A DIFFERENCE?

(WOMEN NARRATORS ONLY: PERCENT WHO INDICATED THAT TALKING TO THIS PARTY

"MADE THINGS BETTER")
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14.

FOR EACH ACTION THAT YOU TOOK, DID IT MAKE A DIFFERENCE? (WOMEN NARRA
TORS WHO TOOK FORMAL !INSTITUTIONAL] ACTION: PERCENT WHO INDICATED THIS
ACTION "MADE THINGS BETTER")
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CONCLUSIONS

Harassment of women in employment, like similar forms of hostile be-
havior which have become the subject of the study and remedies in the
recent past -- rape and spouse abuse -- has been found to be based pri-
marily on power relationships. Data from studies reviewed hers further
substantiate that,view. While the limited data available so far does
not adequately describe the full extent of sexist or subtle forms of sex
discrimination, it ,does provide a clearer picture of the nature and
extent of sexual harassment.' The Merit Systems survey data as-well as
anecdotal information from victim interviews strongly suggest a hierarchy
of types of incidents from sexist and less severe sexual harassment,
which ia the most widespread and general, to the more drastit -forms of
antisocial sexual behavior. The Merit Systems study indicates this very
clearly: 'The frequency of the various forms of harassment is roughly
in reverse order of severity, e.g., the most frequently occurring be-
havior (sexual remaxks) is considered to be one of the less severe forms
of harassment. 53/

This hierarchy of increasiegly extreme behavior from the almost
incidental and, seemingly, harmless and irrelevant to the most physically
and psychologically damaging suggests an underlying syatem and policy.
Indeed, the courts have found sex discrimination, like racial and ethnic
discrimination, to be illegal based on constitutional and statutory

guarantees of equality. However, as was pointed out earlier, while both
official and unofficial actions have been recognized in the case of
racial and ethnic discrimination, in the case,of harassment and, until
recently, only instances involving official employer policies were recog-
nized by the .courts. et the available studies of the full range of
harassment suggest that, although rape/abuse may' be more physically
damaging in the short run, the long run damage of apparently less con-
sequential forms may be greater. Psychological, emotional, and career
amage from the most common forms of harassment are usually far greater
than the results of physical abuse especially where there are secondary
and.oiher stages* of effects resulting from filing a complaint. The
Merit Systems survey results therelves call into question as probably
misleading the designations of severity used in the preliminary report.

The Merit Systems data suggirst a widespread and established pattern
based roughly on administrative hierarchy in which sex discrimination,
effectively, is dikected to confining women to a prescribed socio-eco-
nomic status. In this aspect, sexual harassment is an instrument of
power and discrimination equally insidious and universal as the histori-
cally recognized discriminatory efforts regarding racial, ethnic, ind
religious social and economic status. How incidents of sexual harassment
become formed into a hierarchical system of sex discrimination is

thoroughly described by the survey data and further augmented by anecdot-
al studies of women employees who have been victimized. What seems most
sensational, however, is the confirmation of this view which comes from
an entirely different sector, the report on sexual harassment in post
aecondary educational institutions,,by the National Advisory Council on
Women's Educational Programs cited earlier. In evaluating the findings
of this study, the report states:

5,
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There is considerable &peculation and .disagreement about who
harasSes, who is harassed or suffers from harassMent, and why

p number of hypotheses were suggested by the patterns:

4

1) Allegations of harassment against---gchool officials

indicated that the behavior is often repetitive
that the complainant is likely to be one of several
persons victimized by the same initiator. The appear
ance of this pattern, particularly where the Com
plainants are unknown to one another, may be a strong
indicatiofi that allegations are well founded.

2) The faculty involved in'Ihe more serious cases seem
to be primarily "gatekeepers" -- persons with an

unusual degree of influence over the academic careers
of the victims. Department heads, graduate advisors,
an& others with a central role in the victim's area
of study were often cited.

3) \Male faculty in traditionally male dominated fields

are the most likely initiators of generalized anti_
women remarks of a nonsalacious type, but hold no
special claim to the more suggestive fOrms of offen
sive remarks and behavior described by respondents

in category one.

4) Younger faculty members who relate to students as "a

leades among peers" may underestimate the advantage
(and Nmer) they have over students. This may lead
in turn to unwitting, but still very destructive mis
uses of their positions in an appeal for intimacy. 54/

Clearly, the pattern of sexual harassment and its basis on power
relationships is remarkably similar in the conclusions of this study'of
academic institutions, derived though it is from the results of an in
formal letter request for descriptive information (coincidentally during
the same time period), as in the structured random sample survey which
was designed to produce a highly reliable and accurate data base. 55/

The data from the Merit Systems survey not'only confirm the validity of
these hypotheses in the same orslering.,of severity of incidents, they
also give a more comprehensive alkd structured description of,the nature
and extent of the problem. The four hypotheses above fik Very well what
can be understood from the Merft.Systems study about the,hiei.archy --
its consequences and how lt functions. /

Out of the extensive data of the Merit Systems survey a profile of
the female victim emerges, which-is further developed by victim inter
views. Although sexual harassment was reported by women in all grades
and salary levels, it appears to be greater in entry situations -- in
all grades. The incidence was highest among women trainees, especially
those with college degrees (including advanced degrees). The survey
found

(
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et

o Women ages 16 to 24 were more than twice as fikely to experience
some form of sexual harassment as women agei 45 and, above.

o The incidence of "severe" sexual harassment is substantially

higher for women under 34, with less severe incidents experienced
by the younger age group.

o Nearly three put of five women-ages 16 to 24 reported some form
of sexual harassment during the 24-month period, compared with
one in'five for women over 55. 56/

The survey suggests strongly that it is the ambitious college ed-
ucated woman, perhaps attempting to break the traditional.confinement to
lower level occupations and grade designations who is most susceptible
to harassment. At ffie lower clerical levels which correspond with lower
letrels of educational attainment, harassment may be more general and
less drastic, just as it is also the case for women 45 and above. The
theory has been put forward that harassment of women by men' employees
has more to do with the protection.of traditionally male prerogatives and
financial and occupational'status than with sexual compulsions.' This
seems to be the theoretical' construct ,which is most supported by the
data derived from the Merit survey.

A pattern o f behavior is indicated involving complicity by male
employees in a determined attempt to deprive female employees who are
otherwilm qualified by educational attainment from access to occupations
and grade levels equal to men. SuCh complicity is indicated by the
stronerinvolvement of immediate and higher level supervisors and, when
'sail-considers also the victim interview data describing retaliation,
higlmr management as well.

While the Merit Systems study was not speci4cally directed---to the
study of lmrassers, it did ask narrators (victims) some questions about
the characteristics oE those by whom they had been harassed. In most
cases, harassers were described as being older than the victim, male,
and of the same ethnic and racial background. More often thanInot, they,
were supervisory co-woTker(s), immediate supervisor(s) or higher-level
supervisor(s) especially in incidents oftgreater severity.

The immediate supervisor was identified as the harasser by 30 per-
cent of the women victims ofrape/assault, 20 percent of the victims
of severe harassment, and 15 percent of the victims of less severe
harassment. If one combines the figures for immediate supervisor
and other higher level supervisors, persons with some bresumed
authority over the,victim were named as harassers by 51 percent,of
the rape/assault victims, 44 percent of the severe harassment vic-
tims, and 32 percent of the less severe harassment victims. 57/

In view of the heavy involvement of supervisory 'personnel, it is not

surprising,that women victims generally rated all types of formal insti-
tutional remedies as relatively ineffective. In severe and less severe
harassment, management was reported as doing nothing in 4-5 percent of

5L)
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the cases and, perhaps as would 'be expected c6nsidering the heavy dm....
volvemedt of management in suCh incidenta, in rape/asaault
-management was reported to have done nothing in 17 Percent of the-cases.,
In addition, in seven( and less severe harassment, Managemenr,was 'id-
ported to have taken altstile position against the victim in 4-6 percent
of the cases. When all of these actions are added together, it becomes
inCreaaingly apparent that initiation and, implerientation. of *remedies

within the organisation will be overwhelmingly difficult, even thougil

thisvis the cours, which most victims wodld rather follow. The majority
of employees were not. even maae aware by their organizations. of the
options open to them for de ing effectively with sexual harassment.

The teat:It is what appears, indicated by the data, to be frustration and
isolation among victims. While the study, shows that the emotional,

physical and psychological-Impact from sexual harassment is considerable,
the'danage to the victim's career may be most.telling. Most victims are

reluctant to makf trouble and 'victim interrews show why% While the
.survey shows som 4. effectiveness in dealing with incidents, intervie0

.data support the more general belief that-only airtight cases survive
the evsints which follow. flr a'woman.attelpting to build 'a career, a

formal complaint,can produciAevaStating resUlts.if the harassment itself

does not. The Merit.survey found that the most, frequently cited reasons
for not taking formal action were:

r,
o I thought it would make my work situation unpleasaat.

o I didiwt think anything would be done. 58/

Given involvement of management either in the incident or its aftepativ,-

. 0 at is no wonder that 37,percent of,, the rape/a;maillt Vict,ims staeVd: "I

did not.know what actions to take," and that 41 percent atated: "I did

not want to hurt the person who bothered me."

Harassment and discqmination, whether narrowly or comprehensively
defined, imo been found to be one of the most seaous employment problems
facing women. In the restrictions which it imposes on women it is the
means as well as the message, paralleling in the workplace methnds found
in society as a whole for subduinmand directing th -1731-51 tions of. 'wom-

en. -That this is so is dicated by the results of stu4les ind court

cases Cited above whj4 allow the heavy idvolvement of su erip. ory per-.
sonnelkin the most setThus forms of overt sexual h rassme t a well as

the most Abtle temNpscrimination. Art is also own by the ndiffer-
v,

ence, unwillingness; inability, and' evoa opposttion which. '.113, often tte

shown by management to providing relief for victims of even .extreme
forms of harassment, not to mentipn tc% providing harassm&it-free and
alitarian work environment. Ivbnically, this attitude was ,shown, in

'its most xtreme form by offtcials of.the U.S. Justice Department, 440e
mintate r quires Ulm to uphold the law., when they 're userOto cooperate
with court ordefs---rewaing,flagrant. abuse f emplo ee rights and sex
distritina ion,-1E- the effects of,which the co t was tttimately. powerless.

:
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Perhaps this sort of open and flakrant violation of human rights as
well as employee rights explains why, when it is brought into the ()Oen,
sexual harassment becomes such a hot issue. For working women, all of
whom face the likelihood of overt sexual -harassment at some time during.:
their careers, it must always be a "gut" issue. The Merit Systems study
showed that this is the case at every level of income and rank; that even
during the relativelf short period of,Jmo years, 42 percent of those
surveyed had been victimized at least once and a substantial number df
themhmore than once. While4he Merit Systems study identified incidents
of overt sexuaLbarassment, according to interview studies, subtle har-
assment is probably an even larger force. Because it involves-conflicts
about expectation, based on "normal" or conventional social behadior
between men and women, it is more ambiguousand more difficult to define
and pinpoint.

The study of lodcro-inequities" identifies in terms of spedific
instances, the translation or transformation, as it were,.of patterns of
social (socio-economic) behavior of men tiowards women within the struc-
ture of employment and the workplace. Fgr many of those impatient for
reform, these micro-inequities represent a "social gap" in the history
of the development of the women's movement towards economic and social
equality. While sex discrimination has been recognized in terms of
actionable complaints, mainly with reference to overt sexual harassment,
micro-inequities or "subtle"harassment is probably nearer to the leading
edge of sex discrimination.

As described by Rowe and Bogart, micro-inequities constitute an'
invisible barrier for women in the same way that they apply to other,
-objectives of discrimination. Looking at it from the point of view of
the one being denied, it comes swernir women, to the "invisible man"
concept explored in Ralph Ellison's novel of the 1950's. 'For those who
let it, judging from victim studies, subtle discrimination appears to)
produce deep and lasting psychological and emotional damage. This is no
doubt why many women prefer noto recognize sex discrimination at all or
to deny its economic consequences by at,tempting to avoid challenging "the
man" in arenas where confrontations are likely. The EEOC Guidelines on
Discrimination BecausecotSex recognize psychological effects of sexual
harassment to the extent that "such conduct has the purpose or effect of
unreasonably interfering with an tsdividual's work performance or creat-
ing an intimidating, hostile, or offensive working environment.," More
than that, it has been found in victim studies to affect worker dgpira-,

4 tions and produce emotional distress .leading to physical illness and
depression. Personal.aspirations and emotional and psychological damage
are social and economic realicies whidh the court may not address direct-
ly in the absence of a specific, tangible inVIT which provides the basis
for an "actionable complaint." The same 110ftations prevail in-the case'
of social legislation restricted as it is to resolving problems.

Still, the actionable complaint and the social problem constitute a

meeting ground between the'legal and legislatige process on the one hand
and the concerns of the individual on the other. This study has recorded
the clarification and expansion of the effective definition of sexnal
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hivassment through the evolution of federal court judgements and legisla-
tion. Ih this regard, it has ,sbciwn the responsiveness of the legal,
process to the growing pressure from individual complaints in y41ation
to growing knowledge of the nature and extent of sexual harasiment and
sex discrimination. The report has provided a general review of the
legal literature related to federal court decision in order to derive an
effective definition of sexual harassment. /t has also attempted to-r

\evaluate the potential impact of the application of victim case studies
and survey data on the development of the basis for actionable, legal,
complaint. In, viaw of the enormous seriousness of,the problem, this

application and ewolution can.be seen in the form of a substantial and
growing reform movement. And in view of the source of the pressures at
its base, generated as they ere by the movement of women into the pald
Jabot force, the evolution of legal efforts can be expected 40 continue
with gtowing force in the future.

"

Remedies

With the growing knoWledge of sex discrimination of women in employ-
ment, there has also been growing effoTts to develop remedies. Most of
these efforts have been directed to developing legal and regulatory
measureer: Regarding the application of Title VII to prosecution of sex-
ual haTassment, it was observed in the 1976 review cited earlier 59/
based 6n legal remedies available at that time, '

Fashioning appropriate relief for sexual harassment should
prove no.more difficult than for other Title VII violations. The
traditional Title VII remedies- of reinstatement with or without .
back pay, an injunction against the employer to end its unlawful,
peactices85 and attorneys' fees for plaintiffs86 can be applied .
to sexual, harassment just as they have been applied, to racial,
ethnic and religious harassment. That the plaintiffs may have
resigned should present no problem. Under Title VII, resigdations
due to discrimination are considered to be constructive discharges'
and are treated like outright discriminatory discharges;87 thus
they are remedied in the same way.

85 Title VII S 706(g), 42-U.S.C. i 2000e-5(g) (1970 & Supp. IV,
1974).

86 Id. S 706(k),-42 U.S.C. S 20003-5(k) (1970).

87 Young v. Southwestern Sav. & l000an Ass'n, 509 F.2d 140, 144
(5th Cir. 1975); 1968-1973 CCH EEOC Dec. ¶ 6366, at 4666 (1972)4
cf. S.F. Stevens & Co. v. NLRB, 461 F.2d 490, 494 (4th Cir. 1972)
(constructive discharge is violation of NLRA § 8(a)(3), 29
S 158(a)(3) (1970)).

0 0" 5b
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While legal and regulatory actions have not been inconsiderable, still
they have not been particularly effective in reducing the general level
of sex discrimination. The range of actionable complaints has been
narrowly conceived so far and the results of litigation have generally
produced disastrous effects on victims. The Merit Systems survey in
dicatek that most victims wsuld rather handle sexual harassment incidents
in a more direct way, but the measures which are available to them mainly
involve forgiving and forgetting. In any* case, they.do not feel that
formal methods open to them are effective.

Complaint and litigatajn as it has been used so far hds proceeded on
a case by case basis as though harassment is compulsive, aberrant, and.
uncommon behavior. In fact, the study shows, such behavior is very com
mon and though no doubt compulsive, it probably constitutes unformulated
social and eeonomic policy as embodied in conventionally acceptable be
havior rather than pure sexual desire. In most cases, though knowledge
of the existence of harassment in an organization is reflected in em
ployee turnover rates; victims tend to isolate themselves through fear
of being exposed and of becoming vulnerable to retaliation. Because of
this secrecy and acceptance of harassment as part of the work environ
ment, the larger pattern, described here in hierarchical terms, is only
beginning\to emerge. How to deal with such an insidious and endemic
problem is the next obvious matter for speculation.

Many researchers, Rowe and Bogart among them, have observed that
when clear management policies prohibiting harassment, information about
remedies, and standard procedures for dealing with incidents are intro
duced, complaints may increase for at least a period of time, but that
if the policies are maintained, the number of complaints will later,de
c ine reflecting an apparent decrease in the number of incidents. Un
fortunately, experience with efforts to educe harassment is not yet
sufficient in scope or duration to establish cc:inclusively that harassment
will actually decline under such circumstances, but the experience from
litigation efforts is more decidedly discouraging at this time. In any
even,t, given the extent of the problq and the desires expressed by vic
tims, more efforts to develop effective general nonlegal remedies appear
called for. Obviously, in view of the heavy involvement of management in
tlie problem as harassers themselves, such an approach would require an

,extensive educational program.

However comprehensive and effective legal remedies to sexual harass.
ment and sex discrimination may become, the Merit Systems survey .con
firmed what has also been learned from victim studies ,that the major
ity of women prefer to resolve incigents of sexual harassment and sex
discrimination within the organization and without resorting to court
case. At present, however, according to the Merit Systems study,

attempts at resolution from within are seldom effective compared with
assiseance from outside.

5 ,
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With the increasing frequency and scope of litigation and Federal
regulation as well as growing advocacy pressure, officials at the-highest
levels of government and industry are becoming concerned with the appear-
ance of harassment in their organizations. Federal contract procedures
require co-mpliance with regulations prohibiting discrimination. Although

heavily involved in harassment themselves, non-superviaory employees are
probably most responsive to directives by managtment prohibiting such be-
havior, as well as its implied encouragement and approval. lt,is manage-

ment (supervisory co-workert and immediate or other higher-level super-
visors) which has the responsibility and opportunity to set the tone and
establish the environment of an organization. The findings of this
study suggest that harassment and sex discrimination result from policies
deriving primarily from within the ranks of management. If this is so,
then the focus of remedies must be directed more specifically to this
area of administration.

The Merit Systems study found that supervisors are 'often the per-
,

petrators of sexual harassment. In cases where they are not the per-
petrators, however, they were found by about 80 percent of the victims
to be ineffective as a source of relief. But over and above these
obstacles to dealing with the problem within the _organization, in a

discouragingly large number of cases, according to case studies of vic-
tims, reporting an incident involving sexual harassment or sex discrimin-
ation usually leads to the labeling of the victim as a "troublemaker",

rather than resolution of the matter in her favor. Obviously, more will
be needed of an educational nature to improve management's ability to
deal with the problem. They will also need to understand the nature of
employee rights in this matter and that, increasingly,,those rights are
being interpreted with greater scope and effectiveness by the courts.

The growing general awareness of the problem of harassment and sex
discrimination by both employees and employers is being made more acute
by the growing demand by women for career opportunities equal to men as
well as for egalitarian, non-discriminatory, and harassment-free working
conditions. The demand for solutions is thereby made 'increasingly in-
sistent. The alternative remedies open to women employees reflect al-
ternatives for employers as well. The choice is clearly indicated in

the findings which have been reviewed here: either ways are found for
dealing ,effectively with the problem within the organization through fair
administrative regulations and tffective grievance procedures, or they
will,be found outside the organization in the courts and advocacy
efforts. Either way, it is clearly not a choice which the perpetrators
or victims themselves can make. Self-policing of harassment and,dis-
crimination is not possible in a system which promotes it, and effective
complaint is not possible where there is ignorancd of alttFnatives and
intimidation. Open these circumstances, if it is to come' from within
the organization, as is generally desired, change must be initiated and
implemented from the very top.

5 6
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FOOTNOTES

1/ Survey by the Merit Systems Board, to be discussed more fully be-_
low. Overt Sexual Harassment, though extensive itself, as die
Merit Systems survey shows, is much less than sex discrimination
as a whole -- which includes subtle or sexist harassment.

2/ Source: Women in the Labor Force series, Bureau of Labor Statis-
tics.

3/ Source: Data for 1900-1970, Historical Statistics of the United
States, Colonial Times to 1970, Bureau of the Census; current data,
Employment and Earnings, Bureau of Labor Statistics.

4/ 42 U.S.C. SS 2000e to 2000e17 (Supp. V 1975).

5/ See Note, Sexual Harassment and Title VII: The Foundation for the
Elimination of Sexual Cooperation as an Employment Condition, 76
Mich. L. Rev. 1007-1009 (1978).

6/ Allen v. Lovejoy, 553 F.2d 522 (6th Cir. 1977).

7/ Manhart v. City of Los Angeles, 553 F.2d 581 (9th Cir. 1976).

8/ Bowe v. Colgate-Palmolive Co., 416 F.2d 711 (7th Cir. 1969).

9/ Fansdale v. United Airlines, Inc., 437 F.2d 454 (5th Cir. 1971).

10/ Come v. Bausch & Lomb, Inc., 390 F. Supp. 161, 163 (D. Ariz.
1975), rev'd on other grounds, 562 F.2d 55 (9th Cir. 1977).

.11/ Miller v. Bank of America, 418 F. Supp. 233 (N.D. Cal. 1976),
rev'd, 600 F.2d 211 (9th Cir. 1979).

12/ Barnes v. Costle, 561 F.2d 983 (3rd Cir. 1977); Tomkins v. Public
Service Elec. & Gas Co., 568 F.2d 1044 (3rd Cir. 1977); Garber v.
'Saxon Bus. Products, 552 F.2d 1032 (4th Cir.-197?); Heelan v.
Johns-Manville Corp., 451 F. Supp. (D. Mich. 1977).

13/ Barnes v. Costle, 561 F.2d at 983, 989, n. 49 (D.C. Cir. 1977).

14/ 568 F.2d at 1049-50.

15/ 451 F. Supp. at 460.

16/ 561 F.2d at 993
4 S.

'17/ Luddington v. Sambo's Restaurants, (D. Wis. 1979).

18/ Barnes v. Costae, 561 F.2d at 993.
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- 19/ 29 C.F.R. S 1604. .

420/ Civil Action No. 2911693 (decided January 12, 1981).

.21/ Id. at 22.

22/ Id. at 13-14.

.23/ Id. at 16.

24/ Id. at.18.

25/ 22 FEP Cases 1808 (Minn. S. Ct., 1980).

26/ 22 FEP Cases at 1813.

27/ Amicus Brief for Appellee by the National Organiiatfon for Women,
Continental Can v. Minnesota, 22 FEP Cases 1808 (1980).

28/ 1968-1973 CCH EEOC Dec. ¶ 6347,(1972).

29/ 1968-1973 CCHEEOC Dec. ¶ 6160 (1970).
t,

t-
30/ 1968-1973 CCH EEOC Dew. ¶ 6347 (1972).

31/ 454 F.2d 234, (5th Cir. 1149e1), cert. denied, 406 U.S.-9571 (1972).

32/ "Sexual Harassment," 51 N.Y.U. L. Rev. 148 (1976).

33/ E.g., Barnes, 561 F.2d at 9934; Miller, 600 F.2d at 211; Ludington,

474 F. Supp. at 483.

34/ Rowe v. General Motors Corp., 459 F.2d 348, 359-60 (5th Cir. 1972).

35/ Macey v.. World Airways, Ins., 13 Empl. Prc., Dec. ¶ 11, 581 (N.D.
Cal. 1977).

36/ Anderson v. Methodist Evangelical Hosp., Inc., 464 F.2d 723, 725
(6th Cir. 1972). See "Sexual Harassment,: 76 Mich. L. Rev. at
1025.

37/ EEOC 29 C.F.R. § 1604.11(c) (1980) (See Appendix A).

38/ 1968-1973 CCH EEOC Dec. ¶ 6354 at 4639 (1972).

39/ Continental Can v. Minnesota, 22 FEP Cases 1808.

40/ Tell, Frank, Sexual Harassment: A Report on the Sexual Harassment
of Students, published by the National Advisory Council on Women's
Educational Programs, Washington, D. C., 1980.
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.41/ Candea, L., Abuse and Harassment of Women in the Workplace (unpub-
lished study), 1980.

42/ Rowe, Mary P., The Saturn's Rings Phenomenon: Micro-Inequities and

Unequal Opportunity for Women in the American Economy, Cambridge,
Mass., MIT Press, 1975, p. 1.

43/ Bogart, Karen, S. M. Jung, and J. Flagle, Institutional Self-Study
Guide on Sex. Equity, American Institutes for Research in the Behav-
ioral Sciences, Palo Alto, Calif., 1981.

44/ Civil Action No. 424-72 (April 20, 1972).

45/ Federally Employed Women's Legal and Education Fund, Inc., Making
Waves Without Drowning, Washington, D. C., 1977.

46/ Safran, Claire, 'What Men do to Womeri on the Job: A Shocking Look

at Sexual Harassment," Redbook Magazine, NoVember, 1976, p. 149.

477 Working Women United Institute, Sexual Harassment on the Job: Re--
- sults of Preliminary Survey, New York, 1981.

48/ U.S. Merit S1,stems Protection Board, Office of4Merit Systems Review
and Studies, Summary of Preliminary Findings on Sexual Harassment
in the Federal Workplace, testimony before.the Sub-Committee on
Investigations, Committ on Post Office and Civil Service, U.S.
House f Representativ , September 25, 1980.

49/ bid., Part of this Summary included a separate presentation made
orally from a written "script."

50/ Goodman, ..1&11, "Women's Work: Sexual Demands on the Job," Civil
Liberties Review, March/April, 1978.

51/ Rowe, op. cit., p. 17.

52/ U.S. Merit Systems Protection Board, op. cit., script.

53/ U.S. Merit Systems Protection Board, op. cit., p. 11.

54/ Tell, Frank J., op. cit., p. 56.

55/ Ibid. See Appendix A for a copy of this letter.

56/ U.S. Merit Systems Protection Board, op. cit., p. 22.

57/ Ibid., p. 37.

.58/ Ibid., p. 62.

59/ "Sexual Harassment," N.Y.U. L. Rev., op. Cit., p. 166..
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